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Abstract.

Multiple-regressions analysis have been performed on 32 years of total ozone column data that was spatially gridded with a 1×1.5 degree resolution. The total ozone data consists of the MSR (Multi Sensor Reanalysis; 1979-2008) and two years of assimilated SCIAMACHY ozone data (2009-2010). The two-dimensionality in this data-set allows us to perform the regressions locally and investigate spatial patterns of regression coefficients and their explanatory power. Seasonal dependencies of ozone on regressors are included in the analysis.

A new physically oriented model is developed to parameterize stratospheric ozone. Ozone variations on non-seasonal timescales are parameterized by explanatory variables describing the solar cycle, stratospheric aerosols, the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), El Nino (ENSO) and stratospheric alternative halogens (EESC). For several explanatory variables, seasonally adjusted versions of these explanatory variables are constructed to account for the difference in their effect on ozone throughout the year. To account for seasonal variation in ozone, explanatory variables describing the polar vortex, geopotential height, potential vorticity and average day length are included. Results of this regression model are compared to that of a similar analysis based on a more commonly applied statistically oriented model.

The physically oriented model provides spatial patterns in the regression results for each explanatory variable. The EESC has a significant depleting effect on ozone at high and mid-latitudes, the solar cycle affects ozone positively mostly at the Southern Hemisphere, stratospheric aerosols affect ozone negatively at high Northern latitudes, the effect of QBO is positive and negative at the tropics and mid to high-latitudes respectively and ENSO affects ozone negatively between 30°N and 30°S, particularly at the Pacific. The contribution of explanatory variables
describing seasonal ozone variation is generally large at mid to high latitudes. We observe ozone contributing effects for potential vorticity and day length, negative effect on ozone for geopotential height and variable ozone effects due to the polar vortex at regions to the north and south of the polar vortices.

Recovery of ozone is identified globally. However, recovery rates and uncertainties strongly depend on choices that can be made in defining the explanatory variables. Application of several trend models, each with their own pros and cons, yields a large range of recovery rate estimates. Overall these results suggest that care has to be taken in determining ozone recovery rates, in particular for the Antarctic ozone hole.
1. Introduction

The observation of an ozone hole over Antarctica during Austral spring of 1985 was an important milestone for the acceptance that halogens could lead to strong regional stratospheric ozone depletion (Farman et al., 1985). The role of halogens in decreasing amounts of stratospheric ozone has later on also been identified for other regions such as the Arctic (Newman et al., 1997). The most important halogens leading to the decrease in ozone are chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrobromofluorocarbons (HBFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) (Stolarski and Cicerone, 1974; Molina et al., 1974; Newman et al., 2007; WMO, 2010). Political action was taken to ban emissions of these gases in the Montreal protocol in 1987 and subsequent amendments. Since then, considerable research efforts have been put in monitoring the amount of stratospheric ozone and investigating the chemical and dynamical variables that affect ozone. In the last decade, several papers have attempted to quantify from observations the different phases of the recovery of the ozone layer (e.g. Weatherhead et al., 2006; Salby et al., 2012; Kuttipurath et al., 2013).

Various statistical analyses of long term total ozone column records have been performed to examine the effect of external variables on total ozone using ground-based measurements (e.g. Bodeker et al., 1998; Hansen and Svenøe, 2005; Wohltmann et al., 2007; Mäder et al., 2010) and/or satellite measurements (e.g. Stolarski et al., 1991; Bodeker et al., 2001; Brunner et al., 2006). Ground-based measurements have the advantage that they often span time periods longer than those available from satellite measurements. On the other hand, satellite instruments perform measurements at a higher temporal frequency (daily) and provide global coverage. Previous statistical ozone studies using satellite measurements are based on zonally or regionally averaged
ozone data and/or ozone data averaged in equivalent latitude coordinates. The latter coordinate system eliminates problems that occur when computing zonal means based on conventional coordinates, like spatio-temporal variations of the polar vortex location (Pan et al., 2012). However, regression studies have not yet analyzed total ozone in two geographical directions – latitude and longitude – to investigate the spatial variations in regressor dependencies.

Ozone regression studies typically use a number of different regressors to account for non-seasonal variation in stratospheric ozone. Before the year 2004, the long term trend in ozone was usually modeled as a linear or piecewise linear function of time. Later, the equivalent effective stratospheric chlorine and bromine (EESC) was introduced to represent the net effect of chlorine and bromine on ozone (e.g. Jones et al., 2009; Mäder et al., 2010; Weber et al., 2011; Kuttippurath et al., 2013). Other frequently used variables to describe natural variability in ozone are the 11-year solar cycle and the quasi biennial oscillation (QBO). Some studies have indicated that the El-Nino Southern oscillation (ENSO) has a significant effect on stratospheric ozone in the tropics (e.g. Randel et al., 2009; Ziemke et al., 2010). In addition to these variables, the effect of stratospheric aerosols caused by the volcanic eruptions of El Chicon in 1982 and Pinatubo in 1991 are often taken into account.

Several studies have linked seasonal variations in stratospheric ozone to physical variables. At middle to high- latitudes, stratospheric ozone amounts are directly coupled to the Brewer Dobson circulation (BDC). An important driving factor of this BDC is the vertical propagation of tropospheric planetary waves, often represented by the eddy heat flux (EHF). The vertical Eliassen-Palm (EP)-flux, a measure proportional to the EHF, is widely used to describe variations in the BDC (e.g. Weber et al., 2011; and references therein) and to study the evolution of tropospheric and stratospheric jet streams and their interaction with transient eddies (Vallis, 2007;
chapter 12). For ozone studies the EP-flux is mostly used to describe the polar stratospheric vortex (Hood and Soukharev, 2005). This vortex forms a boundary between polar and mid-latitude stratospheric air isolates polar stratospheric ozone. This isolation has important consequences for the spatial distribution and the depletion of ozone. Potential vorticity has also been reported to affect stratospheric ozone (Allaart et al., 1993; Riishøjgaard and Källén, 1997) as is the case for geopotential height (Ohring and Muenc, 1960; Braesicke et al., 2008).

Various methods have been applied to account for seasonality in ozone time series and the seasonal variability of external forcing on ozone throughout the year, the latter from now on referred to as ‘seasonal ozone dependencies’. The seasonality in ozone itself and the seasonal ozone dependencies are either accounted for by expanding the regression coefficients as harmonic time series with periods of a year and half a year or by expanding the regression coefficients as twelve indicator functions, one for each month of the year. The first approach is similar to a Fourier filter on the corresponding frequencies and the latter is equivalent to performing the regressions on annual data independently for each month of the year. These different methods were discussed by Fioletov et al. (2008). However, no study has attempted to model ozone variation in terms of physical explanatory variables only.

The main aim of this study is to gain a better understanding of the physical and dynamical processes that affect the global distribution of ozone in longitude and latitude dimensions. We perform multiple regression analysis on the extended MSR data set (van der A et al., 2010) consisting of total column ozone on a $1^\circ \times 1.5^\circ$ latitude/longitude grid, spanning the time period 1979 - 2010. The small grid size enables us to incorporate local and regional effects in the regression models. The gridded regression results provide spatial information on ozone - regressor relations. In order to achieve physically meaningful patterns we develop a physically oriented
regression model (PHYS model), in which both the non-seasonal and seasonal ozone variabilities are described by physical explanatory variables. Also the seasonal ozone dependencies are examined and accounted for by specifically constructed ‘alternative variables’. Regression results of this PHYS model are compared to regression results of a statistically oriented model (STAT model), in which the seasonal variation is parameterized as harmonic time series with periods of a year and half a year instead of physical explanatory variables.

A second focus of this paper is on the quantification of stratospheric ozone recovery and the role of the EESC therein. We present a global trend analysis for average ozone recovery as well as specifically for the ozone hole period over Antarctica based on either EESC and piecewise linear trend (PWLT) results. We also investigate the sensitivity of these results to the ‘age of air’ parameter in the EESC formulation and the chosen ozone recovery period as well as whether using the EESC is preferred over the PWLT as measure for recovery for application in regression studies.

This paper is organized as follows: after introducing the dependent and explanatory variables in section 2.1, we briefly discuss the piecewise correlation coefficients of the explanatory variables in section 2.2. Section 2.3 covers the analysis of seasonal ozone dependencies required for the construction of alternative variables included in the PHYS and STAT models, which are presented in section 2.4. The global spatial regression results are presented in section 3.1, while detailed results for the locations Reykjavik, Bogota and the Antarctic are shown in section 3.2 to represent regressions at high northern latitudes, the tropical region and high southern latitudes respectively. Section 3.3 covers the trend analysis and the role of the EESC therein. Conclusions are presented in section 4. A brief summary of conclusions in chapter 5 ends the paper.
2. Materials and methods

2.1 Data overview

MSR ozone

For ozone, the Multi Sensor Reanalysis (MSR) data set is used (van der A et al., 2010), consisting of total column ozone data on a regular $1.5^\circ \times 1^\circ$ longitude-latitude grid. This data set is based on daily assimilated measurements from the TOMS, SBUV, GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI and GOME-2 satellite instruments spanning the time period 1978-2008. Independent ground-based measurements from the World Ozone and Ultraviolet Data Center (WOUDC) were used for correction of biases between the different satellite measurements. Dependencies on solar zenith angle, viewing angle, time and stratospheric temperature were taken into account in the bias correction scheme. The MSR data set consists of monthly ozone averages and the standard deviations corresponding to these averaged values as a measure for the spread of ozone values within corresponding months. The MSR is extended with two years (2009 and 2010) of monthly averaged assimilated ozone measurements from SCIAMACHY on the same grid (Eskes et al., 2005). The SCIAMACHY measurements are corrected for biases in the same way as for satellite measurements in the MSR. The final data set contains 32 years of gridded total column ozone data.

EESC / Long term variability
The long term variability in ozone is highly correlated to the abundance of the halogens listed in the quadrennial scientific assessment of ozone depletion (WMO 2010, and references therein). Mäder et al. (2010) suggested that the long term ozone variability due to halogen species is best described by the equivalent effective stratospheric chlorine (EESC) rather than a piecewise linear function. To represent the long term variability as an explanatory variable, we therefore use the EESC (Newman et al., 2007). The calculation of this variable is based on the amount of bromine and chlorine atoms in various source gasses, the mixing ratio of these gasses in the stratosphere and the efficiency of these gasses in terms of halogen release. In the EESC calculation used for the global gridded regressions, the age of air and the corresponding spectrum width parameters are set to 5.5 years and 2.75 years, respectively. This choice is based on our specific interest in polar stratospheric ozone depletion where the air age is assumed around 5.5 years. All other parameters are set at default: the WMO/UNEP 2010 scenario, the WMO 2010 release rates, inorganic fractional release rates and a bromine scaling factor of 60. However, the use of one fixed age of air for all stratospheric ozone is a gross oversimplification. Stiller et al. (2012; their figure 7) show that the age of air is strongly height and latitude dependent. The age of air can vary from a few years in the tropics and the lowermost stratosphere at high latitudes to more than 10 years in the upper stratosphere. Hence, to test the sensitivity of our analysis for choices in the age of air we compare regression results with the EESC using air ages of 3, 4 and 5.5 years (1.5, 2 and 2.75 years for corresponding spectrum widths, respectively) and PWLT analysis for straightforward recovery rate quantification. Note that results of this study will be analyzed for identifying the ‘best’ regression model and trend estimator.

Solar cycle
Absorption of incoming UV radiation is a crucial mechanism for stratospheric ozone formation and affects ozone amounts. The eleven-year solar cycle dominates the incoming UV radiation (Lean et al., 1989) and has been identified in many ozone records (e.g. Shindell et al., 1999). A commonly used proxy to characterize the UV radiation in ozone regression studies is the 10.7cm Solar Flux data (NOAA), provided as a service by the National Research Council of Canada. The monthly data set is generated by daily measurements of the solar flux density at 2800 MHz, taken by radio telescopes at Ottawa (until May 31, 1991) and Penticton (from July 1st 1991). Measurements were taken at local noon time, and corrected for several measurement factors to reach an accuracy of few percent. We denote this explanatory variable by ‘SOLAR’. See http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/solar/flux.html for the data and more information.

Stratospheric aerosols

To account for the effect of stratospheric aerosols (AERO) we use time series of stratospheric aerosols as described by Sato et al. (1993; for an update, see Bourassa et al., 2012). These data are based on measurements from the satellite instruments SAM II and SAGE as well as observations from several ground stations. This data set consists of twenty-four monthly time series corresponding to 7.5 degree latitudinal bands of averaged amount of stratospheric aerosols. Data is taken at a height of 20-25 km. Aerosols taken at other stratospheric height levels are positively correlated and are, therefore, not included. For instance, the correlation coefficient between aerosols at 20-25 km and those at 15-20 km is 0.62. The El Chicon (1982) and Pinatubo (1991) volcanic eruptions dominate the stratospheric aerosols time series.
QBO

The effect of the Quasi Bi-annual Oscillation (QBO) in easterly and westerly stratospheric winds at the tropics on stratospheric ozone is a well-established effect based on both observations and stratospheric modeling and is known to affect stratospheric ozone outside the tropics as well (McCormack et al., 2007; Witte et al., 2008; WMO 2010, chapter 2, and references therein). The QBO is represented by time series of monthly averaged wind speed measurements done by the ground station in Singapore (Baldwin et al., 2001). Time series of wind speeds measured at 30 and 10 hPa are included to account for differences in phase and shape of the QBO signal at these heights. It was considered to add a proxy to represent the QBO at 50 hPa but this was rejected because of the high anti-correlation with the QBO at 10 hPa (correlation value of -0.69).

El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

Various studies have shown that the ENSO signal affects the dynamics of the lower stratosphere, including the amount of ozone (e.g. Randel et al., 2009; Ziemke et al., 2010). The Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) (Wolter and Timlin, 1998) is used to represent the effect of the ENSO. Sea-level pressure, zonal and meridional surface winds, sea surface temperature, surface air temperature and cloud fraction are used to calculate this index.

Eliassen Palm flux
At mid to high latitudes the dynamical features in the stratosphere, such as the polar vortex, are highly affected by vertical propagation of tropospheric planetary waves. The vertical Eliassen-Palm flux (EP) (Kanamitsu et al., 2002) is used as a measure of the force of this vertical propagation and the stability of these polar vortices. For the Northern and Southern Hemisphere we characterize these variables by averaging the vertical component of the EP-flux at 100 hPa over 45°N–75°N and 45°S–75°S separately and denote these variables as EP-N and EP-S, respectively. A strong vortex isolates the polar stratospheric air and enables the formation of an ozone hole. This isolation affects the amount of ozone cumulatively in time, with larger cumulative effects in the buildup phase as compared to the rest of the year. Therefore we adjust the time series as in Brunner et al. (2006):

\[ x_{EP}(t) = x_{EP}(t-1) \cdot e^{t/\tau} + \tilde{x}_{EP}(t) \]  

where \( x_{EP} \) is the final EP-flux time series, \( \tilde{x}_{EP} \) the original EP-flux time series and \( \tau \) set to 12 months from October to March in the Northern Hemisphere (and shifted six months for the Southern Hemisphere) and set to 3 months for the rest of the year.

**Geopotential Height and Potential Vorticity**

The ECMWF reanalysis provides the geopotential height (GEO) at 500 hPa and the potential vorticity (PV) at 150 hPa as gridded monthly averaged fields. These variables are used as measures for the tropopause height and the mixing ratio of air between the troposphere and the stratosphere, respectively. These variables are taken at corresponding pressure levels to account for vertical propagation of tropospheric dynamics.
Finally, the monthly average day length (DAY) is calculated for each latitude to describe the amount of exposure to solar radiation. Therefore, this variable accounts for the direct local effect of radiative variations on ozone.

Table 1 lists all variables and their sources. All time series of these explanatory variables are normalized by subtracting their mean values and dividing by their standard deviation. The normalized variables are shown in Figure 1. We separate the explanatory variables in two groups; group A includes EESC, SOLAR, QBO, AERO and ENSO, which do not contain a seasonal component and group B includes EP, GEO, PV and DAY, which are dominated by a seasonal component.

2.2 Correlations between explanatory variables

High correlation values between regression variables may cause problems for the estimation of regression coefficients as it hampers attributing variations in ozone to one particular explanatory variable in both performing the regression and interpretation of results (see also Mäder et al., 2010). The correlations between the variables of group B are considered separately because GEO, PV and DAY are gridded data sets. Table 2 shows the (piece-wise) correlation values of the variables of group A and EP. Due to the large correlation value (0.52) between both EP variables, we use EP-N and EP-S only in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere, respectively.
The correlations between the variables of group B are shown in Figure 2. Most of these variables are highly correlated at middle to high-latitudes. Regression runs show considerable sensitivity to these variables south of 55˚S. Among the group B variables we therefore choose to use only PV and EP south of 55˚S. The correlations between EP and DAY are nearly constant in both hemispheres, attaining correlation values of approximately -0.69 in the Northern Hemisphere and 0.17 in the Southern Hemisphere. Despite these high correlations at the Northern Hemisphere, preliminary regressions with both of these variables included and either one of them included separately showed reasonable robustness of the obtained results up to approximately 50˚N, whereas at higher latitudes we account for this correlation feature in the interpretations of regression results. For this reason we choose to include both EP and DAY for regressions performed at the Northern Hemisphere.

2.3 Analysis of seasonal ozone dependencies

Linear regressions are performed on normalized data averaged along geographical latitudes, with regression estimates expanded as 12 indicator functions, one for each month, to examine the seasonality in the regression coefficients. A linear regression model is used of the form

\[ Y = \sum_{i=1}^{12} I_i \cdot a_i + \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{12} I_i \cdot \beta_{i,j} \cdot X_j + \epsilon \]  

(2)

where \( Y \) is a vector of monthly ozone values, \( I_i \) the indicator function for month \( i \) of the year, \( a_i \) the intercept coefficient of month \( i \) of the year, \( m \) the amount of explanatory variables, \( X_j \) the explanatory variable \( j \), \( \beta_{i,j} \) the regression estimate for month \( i \) of variable \( X_j \) and \( \epsilon \) the noise vector. The explanatory variables of group B are not included in these regressions. Since these seasonal
variables are meant to parameterize seasonal variation in ozone, additionally incorporating seasonal ozone dependencies for variables of group B would create problems with respect to the few degrees of freedom in seasonal ozone variation using monthly data.

We use the least squares estimation for the regression coefficients and perform an iterative backwards variable selection method similar to Mäder et al. (2007) to increase the degrees of freedom in the regressions. In each iteration the P-values of two-sided T-tests corresponding to the regression coefficients are calculated. The variable with the largest P-value which also exceeds a chosen significance level $\alpha$ is excluded in the following estimation step. This procedure is iterated until all P-values are below $\alpha$. In these regressions we set $\alpha$ at 0.1, corresponding to a significance value of 90%. This rather loose significance value is chosen because at this point we are not interested in the significance of the regression estimates, but only in the seasonal patterns obtained in these regression estimates.

Figure 3 shows the regression coefficient estimates for the explanatory variables of group A. These estimates are used to determine the seasonal ozone dependencies, and construct corresponding ‘alternative variables’ to account for this effect. Except for the EESC variable, we characterize these seasonal ozone dependencies by specific harmonic functions. The seasonal ozone dependency of the EESC is constructed using the averaged corresponding regression coefficients poleward of 65°S.

For the QBO at 30 hPa a strong seasonal variation in the estimates at mid-latitudes is present. This seasonality is modeled by a cosine starting its period in March. This harmonic function follows the observed seasonality at 30°S, and has an opposite relation to the regression estimates at 30°N (Figure 3). For the QBO at 10 hPa the seasonality in the regression estimates is described as
a cosine starting its annual cycle in February. This function again aligns the variation in obtained regression estimates around 30°S and has an opposite relation to those at around 30°N.

Regression estimates corresponding to the ENSO variable show different values in the months from July to September in comparison to the rest of the year. This effect is modeled using a cosine with its peak in August.

The results show no convincing seasonal pattern in the estimates corresponding to the variables SOLAR and AERO. Therefore, no alternative variables are included to account for seasonal ozone dependencies of SOLAR and AERO.

The seasonal ozone dependency of EESC in Polar Regions does not have a harmonic shape due to the ozone hole occurring essentially from September to November. To construct the alternative variable to parameterize EESC’s seasonal ozone dependency, we average the regression coefficients from the above regression in latitudes poleward of 65°S for each month obtaining a 32-year seasonal function S(t). Assuming this seasonality in ozone dependency had marginal effects before 1979, we multiply the obtained seasonal function S(t) with the increase of EESC at month t with respect to its 1979 value. The above assumption is justified because the seasonal effect of ozone depleting substances on ozone was marginal before 1980 (e.g. Li et al., 2009).

Because we don’t find results in Figure 3 corresponding to the Arctic ozone hole, we do not define an alternative variable for the ozone hole occurring at the Arctic region. Year-to-year variability in Arctic ozone depletion is much larger due to a less stable Arctic stratospheric vortex (Douglass et al., 2011) complicating the detection of the Arctic ozone hole in long term regression methods.

Based on the observations made above, the alternative variables QBO30_2, QBO10_2, ENSO_2 and EESC_2 to account for seasonally varying dependencies are defined as follows:
where \( t \) is the time in months from January 1979 and \( S(t) \) is described above. These alternative variables are normalized after construction, as was done for other explanatory variables. Note that these alternative variables are not necessarily dominated by the multiplied seasonal function. This is only the case for \( EESC_2 \), due to the extremely low short term variations in \( EESC \). \( EESC_2 \) shows a very specific trend in this seasonality which is very different from the highly seasonal variables in group B. As a result, the alternative variables do not interfere much with the parameterization of seasonal ozone variability in the regression models that are defined in the next section.

### 2.4 Regression methods

As mentioned before, we construct a physically oriented model (PHYS) where the non-seasonal ozone variations are accounted for by the physical explanatory variables of group A, their seasonal ozone dependencies are described by specific alternative variables and the seasonal ozone variation is described by the variables of group B. The multi linear regressions are performed using the linear model

\[
Y = \beta \cdot X + \varepsilon
\]  

where \( Y \) is the vector of monthly averaged ozone values, \( X \) the matrix with the explanatory variables as columns including an intercept as a column of ones, \( \beta \) the vector of regression
coefficients corresponding to the columns of $X$ and $\varepsilon$ the noise vector with entries assumed to be uncorrelated and standard normal distributed. This assumption is a simplification since autocorrelation does affect the uncertainty in regression estimates. Considering that we are interested only in the geographical patterns that arise in the regression results and not the specific values of statistical errors this simplification is justified. In case of the trend analysis, where statistical significance has an important role, we calculate the error of the PWLT (piecewise linear trend variable, as defined below) and the EESC regression coefficient as (Press et al., 1989)

$$
\sigma^2 = (X^T X)^{-1} \cdot \frac{\sum ((Y - \beta \cdot X)^2)}{n-m} \cdot \frac{1 + \phi}{1 - \phi},
$$

where $\sigma$ denotes the vector of regression errors corresponding to the regression estimates $\beta$, $n$ is the length of the time series in months, $m$ is the amount of fitted parameters and $\phi$ the estimated lag 1 autocorrelation of the residuals.

The regression coefficients are estimated using the weighted least squares method, with weights reciprocal to the variance of the monthly averaged ozone values. The backwards selection algorithm as described in section 2.3 selects the explanatory variables based on significance value set to 0.01 corresponding to a significance value of 99%.

For comparison, a rerun of these regressions is performed with a statistically oriented model (STAT). This model differs from the above model only in the parameterization for the seasonal ozone variations. The PHYS model uses physical variables PV, GEO, EP and DAY to describe ozone variation whereas the STAT model uses harmonic time series with periods of a year and half a year for this parameterization. This method, similar to a Fourier filter on seasonal and sub-seasonal frequencies, is widely applied in former ozone regression studies (e.g. Fioletov et al.,...
Finally, several regression runs are performed with specific focus on trend analysis and the role of EESC on ozone recovery. An important parameter in the calculation of EESC is the age of air in which the alternative halogens are contained. Differences in this parameter ultimately lead to differences in the rate of ozone recovery due to different shape of the obtained EESC time series. We perform trend analysis using results of the PHYS model with the EESC variable at air ages 3, 4 or 5.5 years or substituted by a piecewise linear function with its second linear component spanning 1997-2010, 1999-2010 or 2001-2010. The piecewise linear trend (PWLT) characterization for long term ozone variation has the advantage that the slope in ozone recovery and ozone depletion periods can be estimated separately, whereas these slopes are proportionally fixed in the EESC curves. On the other hand the EESC parameterization yields a smooth transition from the fast early increase to the more recent gradual decrease rather than the ad-hoc turn around point in the PWLT characterization.

3. Results

3.1 Multi-linear regression results

The multi-linear regression results for non-seasonal variables are shown in Figure 4. The EESC, characterizing the long term ozone variation, has a negative effect on ozone outside the tropics with the largest effect in the Southern Hemisphere. No significant results for EESC were found in the tropical region. The negative EESC related ozone effects at mid- to high latitudes are in
agreement with current understanding of EESC driven ozone depletion. The occurrence of ozone hole over Antarctica is parameterized by the alternative variable EESC_2 for which by construction the corresponding regression estimates are positive. Characterizing the EESC driven occurrence of an ozone hole over Antarctica, the EESC_2 regression coefficients are large in this region. These estimates attain values indicative of ozone fluctuations up to 90 DU in magnitude at the Antarctic in the year 2001, when the EESC attains its peak. Further quantitative analysis regarding ozone recovery rate and the role of EESC therein is performed in section 3.3.

The 11-year solar cycle positively affects ozone at low and mid-latitudes, mainly in the Southern Hemisphere. At the equator the regression coefficients are barely found significant. The positive sign in these regression estimates is consistent with the role of UV radiation in ozone formation processes.

Stratospheric volcanic aerosols affect stratospheric ozone negatively due to catalytic ozone depletion on the surface of aerosol particles (Solomon et al., 1996). This results in negative regression estimates corresponding to this variable, mainly seen North of 45°N.

The dependence of ozone on QBO shows clear spatial patterns. Positive regression estimates corresponding to the QBO index for the two pressure levels indicate a positive effect on ozone along the equator. Moving towards higher latitudes the regression estimates switch to negative values at approximately 10°N and 10°S. For the QBO at 30 hPa the estimates remain negative up to 60°S for the Southern Hemisphere and up to the Arctic region for the Northern Hemisphere, whereas the regression estimates corresponding to the QBO at 10 hPa the regression estimates switch back to positive values around 50°N and 50°S.
The ENSO regression estimates show negative ozone effects of El Nino between 25°S and 25°N, especially over the Pacific. The corresponding alternative variable ENSO_2 does not contribute significantly in this regression model.

Figure 5 shows the regression estimates corresponding to the seasonal variables of group B. The variable DAY - accounting for variations in radiative forcing - has the largest regression coefficients. The estimates corresponding to DAY are positive, supporting the fact that the amount of incoming solar radiation drives ozone formation. Note that correlations with especially EP should be taken into account in the interpretations of these results and the EP regression estimates at high northern latitudes. South to 55°S the effect of DAY is partly accounted for in the PV variable where these variables are strongly correlated (see Figure 2).

The EP regression estimates show the different effect of EP on ozone poleward and equatorward of the polar vortex in both hemispheres. The average location of the Antarctic vortex is located along a band at approximately 60°S where the EP regression coefficient changes sign.

Significant regression results for PV are mainly found over the Arctic and Antarctic. For the Antarctic these effects also partly describe effects of the DAY and EP variables on ozone where these strongly correlate to PV (see Figure 2). The sign difference in estimates between both hemispheres is due to the sign change of potential vorticity at the equator. As a result, the effect of vorticity at the 150 hPa pressure level on ozone appears to be rather similar for both hemispheres. Ozone variations are negatively related to geopotential height (GEO) poleward of 30°N and around 50°S.

3.2 Comparison with STAT model results
The regression results discussed in section 3.1 are compared with those from the STAT model, in which seasonal ozone variations are parameterized by harmonic time series with periods of a year and half a year, similar to a Fourier filter on the most prevalent frequencies. We compare results corresponding to the non-seasonal variables of group A, and investigate whether seasonal variation is properly parameterized in the physical model by comparing the explanatory powers of both models in terms of $R^2$, defined as one minus the fraction of residuals sum of squares divided by the sum of squares in the dependent variable. Regressions of both methods performed at Reykjavik, Iceland (64˚N, 23˚W), Bogota, Colombia (5˚N, 74˚W) and the Antarctic (80˚S, 0˚E) are shown in detail to gain a thorough impression of both methods at these selected sites. These three sites are considered typical for the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes with large seasonal variation, tropics with a large influence of QBO and ENSO and the Antarctic vortex area.

First we compare results of the non-seasonal variables obtained by the STAT model (Figure 6) with those obtained by the PHYS model (Figure 4). Although nearly all of these coefficient maps show similar spatial patterns, differences are found. Small differences are in the model contribution of EESC and AERO, as the corresponding regression coefficients for these variables EESC at high northern latitudes are higher in the PHYS model than in the STAT model. More interestingly, the ozone hole characterization by EESC_2 is less obvious in the STAT model results in comparison to the PHYS model results, the reason for this difference will be clarified describing the detailed results of Antarctica. The QBO and ENSO variables, both the original and alternative variables, show latitudinal wider and stronger impact on ozone in the STAT model results than for the PHYS model results (Figure 6 and Figure 4, respectively). The influence of the QBO variables extends up to the Arctic region in the STAT model results, as compared to nearly 40˚N for the PHYS model. Regarding the ENSO results, bands of positive regression estimates for
the STAT model are present at approximately 40˚N and 40˚S, possibly indicating an El Nino circulation pattern at mid-latitudes. Furthermore ENSO_2 does indicate some seasonal effect in ENSO - ozone dependency. The corresponding spatial pattern is in agreement with results shown in Figure 3.

Both model’s performance in term of R² are compared to investigate how well the PHYS model describes seasonal variations in ozone. Assuming the seasonal variation in ozone is completely filtered out in the STAT model using orthogonal harmonic time series, similar R² values for the PHYS regressions with respect to the STAT regressions are indicative of a fully physically characterized seasonal ozone component in the PHYS model. The R² values, as presented in Figure 10, show similar spatial patterns for both models, except for the region north of 70˚N, where the STAT model achieves higher explained variance. The average R² value obtained by the PHYS model, 0.72, is nearly at the same level as 0.79 that is (on average) achieved by the STAT model. Excluding latitudes north of 70˚N in the averaging, these values are 0.73 and 0.78, respectively.

Detailed results from the PHYS and STAT regressions at Reykjavik, Bogota, and the Antarctic are shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9. Corresponding regression coefficients are presented in tables 4, 5 and 6, respectively, together with their standard errors. The “Fourier” term in these figures is defined as the sum of the harmonic components that describe seasonal ozone variation in the STAT model. For Reykjavik, QBO variables were found significant in the STAT model (right plot in Figure 7) but were not found significant in the PHYS model (left plot in Figure 7). Furthermore, the seasonal component in the PHYS model is described by a combination of mainly the PV, DAY and EP variables. At Bogota, only the ENSO_2 alternative variable has been excluded in the PHYS regression compared to the STAT regression (Figure 8). The seasonal component is
parameterized by only the EP and a small contribution of GEO. For the Antarctic (Figure 9) a large difference exists in the way both methods account for the ozone hole. In the STAT regression this phenomenon is mainly described as a stationary seasonal variation using harmonic time series, with a smaller role for the constructed EESC_2, whereas the PHYS regression attributes two times more variation to EESC_2. The PV and EP variables complete the seasonal parameterization in the PHYS model.

### 3.3 Ozone recovery

An important topic of the current debate in ozone research is the detection of ozone recovery attributable to the decrease in EESC, for which a number of recent studies have relied on regression methods (Salby et al., 2011, 2012; Kuttippurath et al., 2013). In addition to the average ozone recovery, particular interest exists in the recovery of ozone over Antarctica during the ozone hole period (September - November). Both the average and the ozone hole recovery rates are quantified using EESC regression estimates from the PHYS model and by PWLT analysis. Results are significant at the 99% confidence interval.

#### 3.3.1 Average ozone recovery

The first quantification for the average ozone recovery rate is based on the PHYS regression results. The average ozone recovery rate is estimated by multiplication of the EESC regression
coefficient with the average rate of change in EESC since it obtained its peak value (1997, 1999 or 2001 for 3, 4 or 5.5 year air age respectively).

As a second trend quantification method PHYS regression runs are performed in which a piecewise linear function substitutes the EESC as parameterization for long term ozone variation. The piecewise linear function consists of a linear component from 1979 to 2010 and a component linear in either 1997-2010, 1999-2010 or 2001-2010 time periods and zero prior to this period. The ozone recovery rate in the latter time period is quantified by the sum of both linear components multiplied by their regression coefficients.

Results of both methods are shown in Figure 11. We notice that EESC related ozone recovery rate estimates (the upper plots in Figure 11) are highly dependent on the age of air parameter used for the EESC variable (Table 7). Assuming an air age of 3 years, the average ozone recovery rate is 0.7 DU/year for the Southern Hemisphere (excluding the Antarctic ozone hole area) and 0.6 DU/year for the Northern Hemisphere. For air ages of 4 and 5.5 years, these values are 0.5 and 0.3 DU/year, respectively, for the Southern Hemisphere and 0.4 and 0.2 DU/year, respectively, for the Northern Hemisphere. The 3 year air age EESC related ozone recovery rates are found significant towards the tropical region, whereas the 5.5 year air age EESC related recovery rates are found significant only poleward of 10’S and 30’N.

The PWLT analysis provides higher ozone recovery rate estimates than the EESC. Linear recovery rate estimates spanning 1997-2010, 1999-2010 and 2001-2010 periods are approximately 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4 DU/year, respectively, for the Southern Hemisphere and 1.0, 1.3 and 1.7 DU/year, respectively, for the Northern Hemisphere.

Note that in particular the Southern Hemisphere recovery rates for the PWLT analysis are not or barely statistically significant.
3.3.2 Ozone hole recovery

A particular interest is in the recovery of Antarctic ozone in September - November months, corresponding to the ozone hole period. Two methods are used to quantify the ozone recovery in this specific time period.

First, estimates for ozone recovery rate for the ozone hole are generated by multiplication of the EESC_2 regression coefficients with the average increase in EESC_2’s yearly minima per year after its largest oscillation. These recovery rates are summed with the average EESC related recovery rates, as calculated in the previous section (upper plots in Figure 11). We obtain results corresponding to 3, 4 and 5.5 year air age EESC variables. Second, a PWLT analysis is performed on yearly ozone time series of ozone averaged over September - November months. This analysis is performed by again using 1997-2010, 1999-2010 or 2001-2010 as ozone recovery periods.

Ozone recovery rates are shown in Figure 12 for both methods. Again we note large differences in ozone recovery rate estimates for different air age parameters and different periods for recovery rates in PWLT analysis. EESC related ozone hole recovery rate estimates vary between around 1.8, 1.4 and 0.9 DU/year for EESC variable with 3, 4 and 5.5 year air ages, respectively. For PWLT results the estimates at the Antarctic vary between around 1.3, 2.3 and 3.1 DU/year for ozone recovery periods 1997-2010, 1999-2010 and 2001-2010, respectively. The PWLT results in September - November show a larger recovery rate over Antarctica than anywhere else, related to the larger amount of ozone depletion within the Antarctic ozone hole. The PWLT analysis yield higher ozone recovery rates than those obtained by using the EESC curve. However, although each linear segment has been included at the 99% significance level, none of the PWLT recovery rates
are statistically significant. The reason for this insignificance is that the regression coefficients of both linear segments have been summed to achieve the total recovery rate estimates. Processing the corresponding standard errors results in large values.

4 Discussion

The spatially applied regressions provide spatial parameterization of ozone in terms of physical explanatory variables. The results show larger effects of EESC on ozone in the Southern Hemisphere than at the Northern Hemisphere and increase towards higher latitudes. This is a result from ozone being produced at the tropics and transported to higher latitudes so that ozone at higher latitudes has been affected by ozone depleting substances for a longer time period. A similar hemispheric asymmetry, with larger ozone influences at the Southern Hemisphere, is found in the effect induced by the solar cycle, having positive regression coefficients at low- and mid- latitudes for both hemispheres and barely significant regression coefficients at the equator itself. This spatially persistent but weak solar signal is consistent with results of Soukharev and Hood (2006) on the solar cycle variation in ozone and Wohltmann et al. (2007). This solar signal extends up to more than 70ºS between -50º and 100º in longitudes according to our results.

The negative effect of stratospheric aerosols particularly at high northern latitudes supports earlier findings of for example Solomon et al. (1996). Interestingly, the impact of volcanic aerosols on stratospheric ozone has also been discussed extensively for the Southern Hemisphere and Antarctic based on observations (Deshler et al., 1992; Hofmann and Oltmans, 1993), model simulations (Knight et al., 1998; Rozanov et al., 2002) and regression analysis (Brunner et al., 2006; Wohltmann et al., 2007; Kuttippurath et al., 2013). Yet, in our analysis we find little
evidence of Antarctic ozone being affected by volcanic aerosols. One possible explanation could be that to some extent Antarctic volcanic aerosol effects are compensated for by the EP-flux and/or Antarctic Oscillation effects (see Figure 5 of Kuttippurath et al. (2013) and Figure 4 of Brunner et al. (2006)). Note that the Pinatubo eruption had a smaller impact on the Southern Hemisphere (Robock et al., 2007). In addition, modeling results by Knight et al. (1998) suggest that the largest Southern Hemisphere effects of the Pinatubo eruption occur outside of the Antarctic vortex, a finding that is supported by Hofmann et al. (1997) and Solomon et al. (2005; their Figures 3 and 13) who report only major effects of Pinatubo on ozone in the upper troposphere and lowermost stratosphere. Furthermore, results from a modeling study by Rozanov et al. (2002) only find statistically insignificant decreases in Antarctic ozone due to volcanic aerosols, suggesting other large influences on Antarctic ozone. Finally, the majority of publications identifying an effect of Pinatubo on Antarctic ozone were published in the 1990s, a period during which the role of extratropical dynamics like the EP-flux on Antarctic ozone were poorly known (this started to be discussed after the year 2000).

We found broad spatial patterns concerning the QBO - ozone relation, which is positive at the equator and changes to negative at around 10˚N and 10˚S for QBO taken at both 10 and 30 hPa. These results are in agreement with Brunner et al. (2006) and Yang and Tung (1995) on the phase propagation of the QBO signal in ozone data. The negative effects on ozone induced by ENSO events, detected between 30˚N and 30˚S particularly over the Pacific, are consistent with findings by Randel et al. (2009). The STAT model additionally identifies positive ENSO related effects in small bands at 40˚N and 40˚S. This result may indicate an ENSO effect on stratospheric ozone transport from the equator - and the Pacific in particular - towards higher latitudes.
Interestingly, as the STAT model attributes more ozone variation to QBO and ENSO variables at higher northern latitudes as compared to PHYS model results, the PHYS results show a more persistent pattern of EESC and AERO ozone effects at high northern latitudes. The different characterization of seasonal variation in ozone in these models causes these small differences. Another difference is found in the EESC_2 results over Antarctica where a large part of ozone variations that could be interpreted as EESC driven according to the PHYS model (Figure 9) is accounted for by harmonic variables in the STAT model.

The important gain of the PHYS model with respect to the STAT model is the physical parameterization of seasonal ozone variation in terms of DAY, EP, PV and GEO. Except for a small band at the equator, regressions estimates show a positive effect on ozone attributed to the explanatory variable DAY, which represents the variation in local exposure to solar radiation. In the interpretations of these results, we must account for the high correlation values between EP and DAY at the Northern Hemisphere. Up to around 50°N, the positive effect of DAY on ozone is mostly due to in situ ozone production driven by exposure to solar radiation. Towards higher latitudes the DAY regression coefficients are increasingly affected by correlation features with the EP variable complicating direct physical interpretations due to overestimation of regression coefficients. The increasingly positive EP results towards high latitudes are a result of ozone transportation driven by the Drewer Dobson circulation. At the Southern Hemisphere the EP results show different effects on ozone poleward and equatorward of the southern polar vortex, related to the separation of stratospheric air within the polar vortex. The much larger EP regression coefficients north of 40°N compared to the Southern Hemisphere shows that eddy heat flux affects Arctic stratospheric ozone more than Antarctic stratospheric ozone. This is due to a much stronger
effect of the EP flux on the persistence and breakup of the polar vortex in the Northern Hemisphere compared to the Southern Hemisphere (Randel et al., 2002).

Synoptic scale weather variability, represented by PV at 150 hPa, has a positive effect on ozone, especially at high latitudes. South of 55°S the results of PV partly account for ozone effects of DAY, GEO and EP variables, which are correlated with PV. Finally ozone is affected negatively by high values of geopotential height at 500 hPa in southern mid-latitudes and northern mid to high-latitudes. The importance of synoptic scale meteorological variability in understanding extra-tropical total ozone column variability has long been recognized (e.g. Harris et al., 2008; Kiesewetter et al., 2010; Rieder et al., 2010).

The explanatory power of the PHYS model nears the explanatory power of the STAT model in regressions performed south of 70°N (R² values of 0.73 to 0.78, respectively). Assuming the seasonal ozone component is completely accounted for in the STAT model using a Fourier filter we conclude that the PHYS model also accounts for nearly all seasonal variation in ozone, since the models differ only in the parameterization for seasonal ozone variation. The higher performance of the STAT model as compared to the PHYS model north of 70°N is caused by extreme domination of stable seasonal variations in the ozone time series, which are better parameterized by the orthogonal harmonics in the STAT model. Bands of low explanatory power for both regression models are detected at around 55°S, 10°S and a smaller band over northern Africa stretching towards the central part of Asia. The reduced explanatory power at 55°S is related to the vortex edge itself. Regression studies focusing on the Antarctic ozone hole typically use either a dynamical definition like the equivalent latitude to define the vortex area, or stay sufficiently far away from the vortex edge (south of 70°S; e.g. Kuttipurath et al. (2013)). Hassler et al. (2011) shows that the shape of the Antarctic vortex has changed somewhat during the last 30
years which has consequences for analyzing Antarctic ozone. However, given that this study focuses on the global patterns of ozone variability, use of a spatially variable definition of the vortex edge is not possible. The other bands at 10°S and from northern Africa to Central Asia are regions of low ozone variability. These ozone time series are dominated by white noise and are, therefore, largely unexplained by the regression models.

The EESC trend analysis shows significant ozone recovery in the Southern and Northern Hemisphere at a 99% significance level. Quantification of the ozone recovery rate is highly dependent on the parameterization for long term ozone variation, consistent with findings of Kuttippurath et al. (2013). To determine parameterization is more appropriate we compared $R^2$ values for PHYS regression runs of section 3.3.1 in a similar manner as in Mäder et al. (2010) which compares ozone regression performances using EESC or a linear function based on ozone data obtained from ground-based observations. Results, shown in Figure 13, indicate that, among the EESC variables with 3, 4 or 5.5 year air ages, the 3 year age-of-air EESC fits the ozone data best. However, between 30°S and 80°S there exists a large region of higher performance with the air age parameter set to 4 or 5.5 years. This result is inconsistent with our current understanding of stratospheric air ages, since larger air ages are expected at high latitudes. The reason for the better fit of 3 year air age EESC instead of larger air age parameters is probably related to the difference between the ozone respond rate on increasing ozone depleting substance and on the currently decreasing amount of ozone depleting substances. This may lead to a better fit using the 3 year air age EESC instead of an EESC variable with higher air age parameter. Looking at a similar comparison now for the PWLT fits we note a clear distinction between high latitudes (poleward of 50°N and 50°S) where the 1997-2010 ozone recovery period achieves high performance and lower latitudes (equatorward of 50°N and 50°S) where the 2001-2010 ozone recovery period fits best.
This is unexpected since the higher age of air at high latitudes should result in the turn-around point occurring later in time, whereas these results indicate the converse. Finally, we see that the EESC long term ozone parameterization yields better performance at high latitudes as compared to a PWLT function, which describes the long term ozone variation better at lower latitudes. This result is caused by the fundamental difference of fitting a curve or a piecewise linear function. At high latitudes, the larger age of air smoothens the transition from ozone depletion to ozone recovery resulting in a better fit using the EESC curve, whereas at low latitudes the smaller age of air causes a more ad-hoc ozone turn around point, resulting in a better fit using a PWLT function.

The recovery rates and trend uncertainties thus very much depend on the chosen regression model and parameter settings of the EESC (age of air) and PWLT (recovery period). This indicates that there is a considerable amount of uncertainty present in determining the ozone recovery rate. Although these results suggest that the ozone layer is recovering globally as well as over the Antarctic, care has to be taken as many uncertainties in both the data and methodology are not taken into account. Based on these observations we conclude that ozone is recovering globally at a rate between 0.2 and 1.7 DU/year and between 0.9 and 3.1 DU/year for the Antarctic ozone hole period specifically. However, given the uncertainties discussed above it is not possible to determine an appropriate trend uncertainty level, hence no statistical significance of the recovery rates can be determined.

5 Conclusions

This study presents the first spatial multiple regression of 32 years of total ozone column data based on assimilation of total ozone column measurements from satellites. A physically oriented
regression model (PHYS) forms the basis of the study, and is compared to a more statistically oriented regression model (STAT). A second aim is the detection and quantification of ozone recovery.

This first spatial regression study yields pronounced regional patterns in longitude and latitude dimensions of ozone - regressor dependencies. The effect of ENSO on ozone is mainly identified at the Pacific. We don’t find clear indications of aerosol effects on ozone at the Antarctic. The effect of the 11-year solar cycle appears to be more important in the Southern Hemisphere, especially between -50º and 100º in longitudes, which is currently unexplained. And the effects related to the southern polar vortex, clearly identified north of Antarctica, are large on total ozone columns.

Other results broadly confirm findings from previous regression studies for local and zonal mean total ozone records. A clear distinction exists between the tropics and higher latitudes. In the tropics, ozone variability is dominated by the QBO whereas the 11-year solar cycle and ENSO play minor roles. Outside of the tropics, effective chlorine loading is the most important factor, and in the Northern Hemisphere volcanic aerosols also play a role. At mid-latitudes, dynamical variability of the tropopause affects total ozone variability. For the Arctic, ozone variability is also determined by the EP flux, which strongly affects the vortex stability. Over the Antarctic the EP-flux is much less important.

The overall explanatory power of the PHYS model nears the explanatory power of the STAT model (average $R^2$ values of 0.73 against 0.78 respectively for regressions south of 70ºN). This indicates a nearly complete characterization of seasonal variation in ozone in terms of physical explanatory variables in the PHYS model. North of 70ºN the explanatory power of the STAT model is higher than that of the PHYS model.
As for post peak-EESC ozone trends, the results of our regressions indicate that standard methods for determining trend uncertainties likely underestimate the true uncertainties in the ozone trends that can be attributed to decreasing EESC. Hence, great care has to be taken with discussing the statistical significance of these trends.

Ongoing research will focus on these unexplained variations by examining the regression residuals. In addition, effort will be put into investigating uncertainties in both regressors – what is the uncertainty in the regressors and how sensitive are the regressions to these uncertainties – and the measurement errors of ozone. Furthermore, we plan to perform other regression analyses to further examine the robustness of our results. Finally, robustness of the results will be tested by extending the MSR ozone record forward and backward in time.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proxy</th>
<th>Data description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>O$_3$</strong></td>
<td>Globally gridded (1x1.5 degrees) ozone in DU</td>
<td><a href="http://www.temis.nl/protocols/O3global.html">www.temis.nl/protocols/O3global.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AERO</strong></td>
<td>7.5 degree zonal bands of Aerosols Optical Thickness.</td>
<td><a href="http://Data.giss.nasa.gov/modelforce/strataer/tau_map.txt.">Data.giss.nasa.gov/modelforce/strataer/tau_map.txt.</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EP</strong></td>
<td>Vertical EP-flux at 100 hPa averaged over 45-90 degrees North [N] and South [S]</td>
<td><a href="http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis2.html">www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis2.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENSO</strong></td>
<td>Multivariate El Nino Southern Oscillation index</td>
<td><a href="http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei">www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEO</strong></td>
<td>Geopotential height at the 500 hPa level (gridded)</td>
<td><a href="http://Data-portal.ecmwf.int/data/d/interim_moda/levtype=pl/">Data-portal.ecmwf.int/data/d/interim_moda/levtype=pl/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PV</strong></td>
<td>Potential Vorticity at 150 hPa level (gridded)</td>
<td><a href="http://Data-portal.ecmwf.int/data/d/interim_moda/levtype=pl/">Data-portal.ecmwf.int/data/d/interim_moda/levtype=pl/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAY</strong></td>
<td>Average day length (gridded)</td>
<td>Calculated based on geometric variations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** List of variables and their sources.
Table 2. Table of correlations for non-gridded proxies. Due to high correlation values between EP-N and EP-S, these variables are only used in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere, respectively. QBO10 and QBO30 represent the QBO index at 10 and at 30 hPa, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOLAR</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EESC</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AERO</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP-N</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP-S</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBO10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBO30</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENSO</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Overview of variables included in the regression models with “group A” consisting of EESC, SOLAR, AERO, ENSO and their corresponding alternative explanatory variables, “group B” consisting of DAY, EP, PV and GEO and “Fourier terms” consisting of sines and cosines with periods of a year and half a year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Variables</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
<th>Fourier terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHYS model</td>
<td>included</td>
<td>included</td>
<td>included</td>
<td>not included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAT model</td>
<td>included</td>
<td>included</td>
<td>not included</td>
<td>included</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>PHYS model at Reykjavik</th>
<th>STAT model at Reykjavik</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>St. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>339.27</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>34.51</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(annual cycle)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO</td>
<td>-23.77</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>PHYS model at Reykjavik, Iceland</td>
<td>STAT model at Reykjavik, Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>254.08</td>
<td>254.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>-8.10</td>
<td>-10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>-7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENSO</td>
<td>-1.35</td>
<td>-4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBO30</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>-1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBO10</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Regression coefficients and standard errors of regressions at Reykjavik, Iceland. QBO10 and QBO30 represent the QBO index at 10 and at 30 hPa, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>PHYS model at Bogota</th>
<th>STAT model at Bogota</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>240.6</td>
<td>242.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Regression coefficients and standard errors of regressions at Bogota, Colombia. QBO10 and QBO30 represent the QBO index at 10 and at 30 hPa, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend method</th>
<th>Age of air (EESC)</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>Antarctic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EESC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.22</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.17</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWLT</td>
<td>1997-2010</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.73</td>
<td>0.7 ± 1.59</td>
<td>1.3 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1999-2010</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.77</td>
<td>1.0 ± 1.70</td>
<td>2.3 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2001-2010</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.88</td>
<td>1.4 ± 1.81</td>
<td>3.1 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Regression coefficients and standard errors of regressions at 80°S, 0°E (Antarctica).
Table 7. Average ozone recovery rates based on EESC and PWLT regression estimates representative for the PHYS model. Values are in DU/year, uncertainties indicate the 2σ (95%) confidence intervals. The EESC-based trend estimates are determined for three different values for
the EESC age-of-air, the PWLT estimates are provided for three different time periods.
Figure 1. Time series of ozone and explanatory variables for the period 1979-2010 at 65°S and 0°E. The explanatory variables are normalized prior to plotting. QBO10 and QBO30 represent the QBO index at 10 and at 30 hPa, respectively.

Figure 2. Correlation values between EP, GEO, PV and DAY. The correlations between EP and DAY are left out, since these values are nearly constant throughout both hemispheres (0.17 in SH and -0.69 in NH).
Figure 3. Monthly regression coefficient estimates for the non-seasonal explanatory variables. White regions indicate non-significant coefficient estimates at the 90% confidence level. QBO10 and QBO30 represent the QBO index at 10 and at 30 hPa, respectively.
Figure 4. Regression coefficient estimates of non-seasonal variables for the PHYS model on a 1 by 1.5 degree grid. White regions indicate non-significant regression estimates at the 99% confidence level. QBO10 and QBO30 represent the QBO index at 10 and at 30 hPa, respectively. Note the different color bar range for the alternative EESC variable (a range of -30 to 30 against -10 to 10 for the other plots).
Figure 5. Regression coefficient estimates of seasonal variables for the PHYS model on a 1 by 1.5 degree grid. Note that south of 55°S in latitudes among the variables in group B only EP and PV are included to avoid correlation problems. White regions indicate non-significant regression estimates at the 99% confidence level.
Figure 6. Regression coefficient estimates of non-seasonal variables for the STAT model on a 1 by 1.5 degree grid. White regions indicate non-significant regression estimates at the 99% confidence level. QBO10 and QBO30 represent the QBO index at 10 and at 30 hPa, respectively. Note the different color bar range for the alternative EESC variable (a range of -30 to 30 against -10 to 10 for the other plots).

Figure 7. Results of the PHYS regression (left plot) and of the STAT regression (right plot) performed at Reykjavik, Iceland. “Fourier” is defined as the sum of the harmonic components that describe seasonal variation in ozone and QBO10 and QBO30 index represent the QBO at 10 and at 30 hPa, respectively.
Figure 8. Results of the PHYS regression (left plot) and of the STAT regression (right plot) at Bogota, Colombia. “Fourier” is defined as the sum of the harmonic components that describe seasonal variation in ozone and QBO10 and QBO30 represent the QBO index at 10 and at 30 hPa, respectively.
Figure 9. Results of the PHYS regression (left plot) and of the STAT regression (right plot) at the 70°S, 0°E (Antarctica). “Fourier” is defined as the sum of the harmonic components that describe seasonal variation in ozone.
Figure 10. The performance of the PHYS regressions (left plot) and STAT regressions (right plot) in terms of $R^2$.

Figure 11. Ozone recovery rates based on EESC regression estimates (upper plots) or the piecewise linear function regression estimates (lower plots) using the PHYS model. Note that the color bar for the upper plots ranges from -1 to 1 DU/year, whereas for the lower plots the colorbar ranges from -2 to 2 DU/year.
Figure 12. Ozone recovery rates based on EESC and EESC_2 regression estimates for the PHYS regressions south of 55°S (upper plots) and the straight forward piecewise linear regression estimates (lower plots) on ozone data averaged over September - November months. Note that the color bar for the upper plots ranges from -2 to 2 DU/year, whereas for the lower plots the colorbar ranges from -5 to 5 DU/year.
Figure 13. Comparison of $R^2$ values of PHYS regression runs depending on the parameterization for long term ozone variation by the EESC with air ages 3, 4 or 5.5 years or a piecewise linear function with the second linear component spanning 1997-2010, 1999-2010 or 2001-2010. The left plot illustrates which age of air parameter results in the highest $R^2$ value among the EESC parameterizations. The middle plot similarly illustrates which recovery period achieves the highest performance in terms of $R^2$. The right plot shows result of similar comparisons among all parameterizations for long term ozone variation. White regions indicate non-significant regression estimates for each of the considered explanatory variables based on a 99% significance level.